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Main presentation sessions

1. Research objectives

2. Conducting literature review

3. Choosing study design(s)

4. Research methods/data collection/statistical analyses

5. Demonstrates results and discussion 

6. Ethics of medical research (Helsinki Declaration, Avoid Plagiarism) 

7. Referencing/in-text citation (Reference Manager) 

8. Publishing a medical manuscript –Avoid Predator journals, writing cover letter, 
answering reviewer comments, reviewing pre-proof draft.

9. Summary of the presentation
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Section-1
Study Goals/ Objectives
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Implications/
Significance 
of your study
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What new knowledge will the 
proposed project produce that we 
do not already know?

Why is it worth knowing, what are 
the major implications?

Are you going to help saving patient 
lives? Improve their quality of life? 
Developing new drug formulation?



Title page
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Contains short, descriptive title of the proposed 
thesis project (should be fairly self-
explanatory),

and author names, degrees, institution, 
department, research mentor (for theses)

Corresponding author contact information (for 
manuscript)

Source:    http://ir.uiowa.edu/pharmacy_etd/

http://ir.uiowa.edu/pharmacy_etd/


Introduction
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This section sets the context for your proposed project and must 
capture the reader's interest.

Explain the background of your study starting from a broad 
picture narrowing in on your research question

Review what is known about your research topic as far as it is 
relevant to your thesis

Cite relevant references

The introduction should be at a level that makes it easy to 
understand for readers with a general science background 
(researchers in your fields/ healthcare providers).



Section -2 Conducting Literature review
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What is a “Literature Review”?

➢A literature review is a search and evaluation of the 
available literature in your given subject or chosen topic 
area.

➢The  literature review includes: 

➢Scientific peer-reviewed articles,

➢Conference proceedings,

➢Books, 

➢Medical journals, 

➢Governmental publications,

➢Dissertations and other sources […]

9Source: https://www.rlf.org.uk/resources/what-is-a-literature-review/

https://www.rlf.org.uk/resources/what-is-a-literature-review/


Advantages of 
Literature 

Review
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Assessment of the current state of research on a topic.

Identify new ways to interpret and detect any gaps in 
previous research.

Identify key questions about a topic that need further 
research.

Determination of methodologies used in past studies of the 
same or similar topics.

Identify areas of prior research to prevent duplication of 
effort.

Source: Thomas G Carpenter Library, University of North 
Florida 
(https://libguides.unf.edu/c.php?g=177129&p=1163732)

https://libguides.unf.edu/c.php?g=177129&p=1163732


Health Science Search Engines 

• PubMed

• CINHAL (EBSCOhost)

• Google scholar

• ResearchGate
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Conducting a Literature Review 
Pubmed (biomedical journals-search engine): We need to find our related topic 
keywords to conduct the search
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Google Scholar (broad search)
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CINHAL
(EBSCOhost)
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ResearchGate (Free full text articles)
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https://clinicaltrials.gov/

https://clinicaltrials.gov/


Section-3 Choosing Study Design
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Study Designs
Experimental (Interventional) vs Non-Experimental (Observational) 
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Categorizing Evidence by Quality of Its Source
(in descending order of quality)

• Intervention (pre and after 
intervention) (also called 
experimental) Studies

• Cohort or Case-control 
Studies

• Case-series Studies
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Section-4
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Research 
Methods

Data collection



Approach/Methods
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This section contains an overall 
description of your 
approach, materials, and procedures

• What methods will be used?

• How will data be collected and analyzed?

• What materials/participants will be 
used/recruited?

Include calculations, technique, 
procedure, equipment, participants 
and calibration graphs



STROBE CHECK LIST FOR OBSRVATIONA STUDIES
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Creating a Research Plan

• The research asks you to manage your time and undertake a variety 
of tasks.

March -May Write research 
proposal

Literature review Complete literature 
review and conduct 
pilot study

Main data 
collection

June-July Complete data 
collection

Analyze data Organize results in 
tables data

Write manuscript 
plan, then begin 
first draft

August-
September

Complete first 
draft

Discuss draft 
with co-authors/ 
supervisor

Second draft Proofing/checki
ng

Final draft
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Where I conducted my PhD Research?
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Pilot studies
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Was it easier or harder than you 
thought it was going to be?

Did it take longer than you thought it 
was going to?

Did participants, chemicals, processes 
behave in the way you expected?

What impact did it have on you as a 
researcher?



Conducting 
statistical 
analyses

➢Think about your statistical analysis, main 
outcome and independent 
measures/variables/factors before start your 
data collection.

➢Enter your data into excel sheet

➢Choose appropriate statistical analysis test 
(parametric vs non-parametric) relying on your 
variables (continues, scale, binary, categorical)

➢Choosing a wrong test leads to wrong findings

➢Train to use a statistical software (e.g. SPSS, 
Graph Prism)
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Section 5 Results, discussion 
& conclusions
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Results 

• Present any results you already have obtained.

• Demonstrate your results as text, figures and tables
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Discussion
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Discuss how they fit in the framework of 
your study.

Justify/explain your results

Compare your results with previous study 
findings

Cite some previous related studies



Conclusions
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Last section of your manuscript

Summarize your findings (without detailed 
repetitions)

Answer your research question

Give take home message

You can provide practical recommendations



Abstract
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Write abstract after finishing manuscript writing.

The abstract is a brief summary of your research.

Its length should between 200 and 300  words 
(depend on the journal)

Structured abstract includes: Objectives, methods, 
results, conclusions

May include a practical implications



Section 6

Medical Study Ethics
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Basic ethical 
principles that 
must be 
followed in 
medical 
research 
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The Belmont Report identified 
basic ethical principles that should 
be followed

• Respect for persons (autonomy) 
(participation should voluntary) 

• Beneficence 

• Avoid patient harm

• Justice

• Privacy and confidentiality

• Honest reporting of research results 
(veracity)

• Avoid plagiarism in writing
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Inappropriate 
academic 
behaviors
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How to avoid plagiarism?

➢If we need to quote an author, we need to rely on and cite the original paper.

➢In the introduction section, authors borrow data from other research papers.

➢ Paraphrasing is a restatement of the author’s

original thought and meaning.

➢ Summarization is the condensing of a passage or 

thought into a much smaller package.

Picture source:          http://uj.ac.za.libguides.com/c.php?g=581225&p=4012227
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http://uj.ac.za.libguides.com/c.php?g=581225&p=4012227


39https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/teacher_and_tutor_resources/writing_instructors/non_purdue_users.html

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/teacher_and_tutor_resources/writing_instructors/non_purdue_users.html


Writing Tips
• Poor grammar and spelling distract from the content of the 

manuscript.

• The reader focuses on the grammar and spelling problems and misses 
keys points made in the text.

• Modern word processing programs have grammar and spell 
checkers. Use them.

• Example: Grammarly

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Tp6J8yaTmo
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Tp6J8yaTmo


Section 7
In-text citation/ bibliography 
(References)
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In-text citation
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Types of citations
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Citations of different sources
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Reference Management Software
EndNote is the industry standard software tool for publishing and managing bibliographies, citations and 
references on the Windows and Macintosh desktop.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3xo6ZjBV6U
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3xo6ZjBV6U


Section 7 Publishing a medical manuscript
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Types of publications

• Avoid predatory  
Journals
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Why are they called predatory journals?

•“Pay fees and Publish anything You want”
• Basically because they predate researchers and publish low-quality 

manuscripts quickly just to make financial profit.

• Entities that prioritize self-interest at the expense of scholarship

49



Suspected 
Journal Adds
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Risk of Predatory Journals?

• Predatory journals are a global threat. 

• They accept articles for publication —

along with authors’ fees (Range $100-900) —

• without performing promised quality checks for issues such as 

• Plagiarism or

• Ethical approval. 

• Rare to be cited
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List of Predatory Journals
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List of Predatory Journals
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Types of publications
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Steps of 
publishing a 
manuscript

1. Search for an appropriate  journal (not a 
predatory) and your field (in the study scope).

2. Prepare your manuscript by following journal 
author instructions and style), write a 
specific/customize cover letter, and suggest 
reviewers. 

3. Prepare Ethical Approval letter

4. Writing cover letter & find suggested reviewers
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Steps of 
publishing a 
manuscript

5. Submit the manuscript to the journal and follow-
up with the journal about the status of your 
manuscript

6. Do reviewer revisions as required/requested then 
resubmit it to the journal. 

7. You may need to resubmit your manuscript to 
another journal when it is rejected by the first 
journal.

8. Your manuscript gets published --------
Disseminate your study article
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Well 
known 
publishers
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Last section Summary of the presentation
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Summary of 
the Research 

Process
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The components 
of a manuscript
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Title, (with author names, affiliations and contact 
information)

Introduction 

Objectives

Methods (Design, Setting, Participants, Recruitments, 
instruments, materials, Dates, Statistical analyses). 

Consort list for RCTs and STROBE check list for 
observational studies.

Results (Text/Tables/Figures)



The 
components of 
a manuscript
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Discussions (Discuss your results & compare with previous 
studies), 

Limitations, 

Conclusions,

Recommendations, 

References (Mendeley , Endnote reference manager),

Appendices. 

Acknowledgments 
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Audience questions??
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